
CVI Accommodations on the Fly

1. The audience will learn what should be in their on the 

fly accommodation kit.

2. The audience will learn the meaning of the Less is 

More philosophy. 

3. The audience will revisit the 3 phases of CVI.



Disclaimer…



Phase 1

 Building visual behavior

 Dependent on Dorsal Stream

 Preferred color and field

 Controlled sensory environment

 Light gazing

 Poor reflexes



Phase 2

 Integration of vision and function

 Using vision to invoke cause and effect

 Accommodation should encourage visual interaction (look, gaze, touch, grab)

 Low levels of sensory complexity tolerated

 Complexity still difficult, familiar/low detail still better



Phase 3

 Refinement

 Interaction with 2-d images

 Identification of objects by salient features

 Tolerance of patterns and greater complexity

 Struggle may still occur when in unfamiliar settings or sensory environment is 

complex.



Less is more: A Philosophy
Complexity rules…

not just for our students, but for our teachers as well.



Speak less

For students who struggle to process visual input in 

a complex environments, they also tend to struggle 

to process visual input in an auditorally complex 

environment.



Show less

 Limit your array. They can not be successful with 3 unless they are successful 

with 2

 Limit the detail. More visual elements does not mean better

 Think about the accommodation…don’t just do it….





When you add a layer of 

complexity…add only one at a time.

 One new color

 More of the same color

 Same presentation with a new background

 Same presentation, same background, more background noise 

 Consider Dr. Roman’s new books with Matt Tietjen…Low complexity in high 

complexity, high complexity in low complexity.



This… maybe this

Not This



Talking adds complexity…communicate 

without words

 Add light!





But what about higher functioning 

students?

 Occlude

 Fold

 Reduce



Are ya kidding me? 



What about these?

What would you do?

How could you make it better?

Talk amongst yourselves



THE IEP

 Use the Rating Statements as PLAAFP statements

 Use Statements as Baseline Data

 On Rating II, used quantitative data in PLAAFP and Baseline so that change is 

easily measured on progress monitoring and future IEPs.



Goals vs. Accommodations vs. Strategies

 Are you building a routine?

 Are you implementing a strategy?

 Are you utilizing an accommodation?



Define!



 Routine: 



Strategy

 It’s about the tools and the time

 What phase? What tool? (3-d, 2-d)

 What topic? What tool? (communication? Meal time?)

 What characteristic?

 Was there a strength? A Weakness?

 Pick a characteristic, pick a phase, what’s your strategy?

 Share out



Accommodate less –

Quality over Quanity

 What can you do with consistency and fidelity everyday for 3 weeks?

DO THAT! Then add more…

Front load and prepare


